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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

VOL. III.

thy

saving health among all nations''

GAMBIER, OHIO, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1832.

NO. 8.

questions of others, have made us blush that mem bors—could the vain speculators of dangers that
bers of our communion should be so little ac never may arrive—stand as we do in the gap be
quainted with subjects which have occupied the tween superstition , and infidelity, and feel in all
GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER,
hearts, the pens and the active exertions of the its force the great responsibility of the situation
most talented men, and the best Christians, both in in which we are placed, they would find it no small
PRAISE FOR ESCAPE FROM PESTILENCE.
{From the German of C. G. Von Breitenau, who was borr England and America for the last thirty years. As addition, to their labors to be obliged to assist in re
A. D. 1632.1
for the injustice done to ourselves, the answer of viving the Church at home—because she has no
We come, Redeemer, songs of praise
a good conscience, the great improvement of all faith. I think even the selfish Christian, (for the
And gratitude to bring,
who have for any length of time been under our Church recognizes such, though the gospel does
With mingling voices high to raise
influence, the evident blessing which rests upon not) would not regret that some of the Lord’s mo
The honors of our King.
all our labors, afford a solace of which nothing ney should be expended in teaching the zvay of
In hour of need thy mighty arm
can deprive us.”—“Let the Church pause and re Holiness to ignorant Greek children, could they
Was nigh to keep our breath,
When every zephyr whispered harm,
flect. Wo to them that would destroy what God behold the light which already begins to break
And every breeze was death;
would build up. I cannot however bring myself upon the horizon where a few months ago all was
The surge of plague that reached our shore,
to think that this will be allowed. If how darkness.”
Stayed by Thy voice, is heard no more.
Your sincere friend,
ever such a proceeding should be agitated by the
On every side we looked around
F. M. HILL.
And brethren sunk apace;
Church as a body, I will appeal to individual mem
On every side was anguish found,
bers for support for my family, and the schools
And death in every place:
under my care, for I cannot, nay, I will not
In order that your reades may be fully aware of the sacri
Discharge there was not in this war,
leave Greece without a struggle. Couid you fices which this excellent woman is now making, I will add a
Each hour new panic came;
he here only for one day and behold what has been few extracts from the letters of Mr. Hill received about the
Peril was nigh, and help was far,
And skill was put to shame.
(done! and every day brings with it some new as same time,
The kind physician, as he passed,
Athens, May 9th.
surance that we are gaining ground in the love
Knew every hour might he his last.
!and
affection,
and
of
course
the
confidence
of
“
Mrs.
Hill
is
now
writing
you, and her letter
To Thee, the friend of man, to Thee
■ the people. Our schools are now beginning to re- I hope will stir up the zeal of those whose coolness
Thy people’s sad hearts cried.
Thou hearest, and diseases flee!
J cover from the shock they sustained by Mr. Hill’s and indifference, where we had aright to expect
Our tears by Thee are dried.
I and my absence. We have taken a large house other things, is doing more to break her heart and
O Thou, most merciful and true,
1 in which we reside and have all the schools under waste her spirits, and her declining strength, than
Thou hast in grace withheld
j our own roof. These are an Hellenic school for all the fatigue, zvhich the zvhole burden of her school
The indignation which was due
To men who had rebelled.
! boys under the care of our excellent friend Ste of 100 scholars, alone and unassisted as she is, can
We praise Thee, that the chastisement
phanos, one for large girls containing this day fif do. I am really distressed to see the anxiety
In pity, not in wrath, was sent.
ty pupils, and an infantschool of fortyfour ch\\&ren. which preys upon my dear Frances, while she thinks
To Thee, with all thy heavenly host,
The boys school consists of eighty. These are as of some at home who look not with indifference
For ever will we sing;
many as can be taught Hellenic well by one teach- only, but with captious suspicion upon our labors.
To Father, Son, and Holy Ghost
Thy people honors bring.
i er. Your heart would have ached as mine did, Shall we be compelled at last to become boasters
And every voice that knows a lay
could you have seen their miserable condition du and to speak, as St. Paul says, “as fools?”
Shall thank and glorify
ring the winter. I will not recapitulate now.”—
The following extract will shew how Mrs. H.
Thy name, O God, our God, this day,
“While our work has proceeded without any was employed, at the same time that she was writ
With psalms arid anthems high.
Then hallelujah to the God
checks from government—priests or people—our ing 24 long letters in the course of a month. In
Who saves when dangers are abroad.
[N. S’. Jour. friends in America have been speculating what deed, I have known but few women so devoted to
might or might not happen to us—time has been doing good as Mrs. H. and she seems perfectly
MISSIONARY.
passing—our printing office must in a few days be in her own element among these poor igno
closed for want of paper. At the same time we re rant children. Pity that the mite which might
From the Episcopal Watchman.
ceive daily commendations of our publications.— contribute to retain her in this useful situation
MISSION IN GREECE.
The friends of the Greek Mission are earnestly requested Copies have been sent for by Mr. Hildner for the should be withheld by any hand!
“Our schools have now been in operation 10
|o give a moment’s attention to the following letter from a lady schools under his care in Syra. We have also had
who has nobly devoted herself to the cause of the Gospel in a demand from the public school in lenos, under months, and except for the first G weeks under
Greece. Will churchmen be deaf to such an appeal?
the direction of the trustees of the Church. Mr. the sole and unassisted direction and conduct of
Athens, May. 8, 1832.
Leeves has also written for some copies for Corfu. Mrs. Hill, and under the most painful circumstan
Dear Sir:—Tt has long been my intention to Dear Sir, how do you think we feel on beholding ces during the greater part of the time—in sick
perform the promise I made you in Tenos, but in this field opening to us, with our press and our ness—in pain—in anxiety—in cold (bitter cold)—•
deed I have not had the time, for my labors have schools exerting an influence of unlimited extent, in exposure during the winter, and exhausting
been without intermission in the duties of my situ and our friends at home binding us as as it were heat during summer—sometimes in a crowded cel
ation. That part which pertains to correspon with a three-fold cord—by not attending to any of lar—sometimes in a wretched chamber—during 2
dence, I have not been remiss in executing, and our wants—by imagining opposition from govern months of the worst of the winter at a great dis
my letters in behalf of our Mission, (if they ment, and by the fear of impoverishing the Church tance from home. Mrs. IL has never been absent
reach their destination,) will be scattered from at home. I have written to some female friends on an hour from the school, from 8 in the morning,
Boston to Carolina. My nearest relatives and the the importance of sustaining female education in until 5 or G P. M. with an hour’s exception at
acquaintances of a day—strangers and long es Greece, with the encouragements I have for at meals. These labors have had a visible effect on
teemed friends have been besought by these means tempting to prepare teachers for this important her strength, but she is happy, exceeding happy,
to contribute to the interesting work which occu work, by selecting proper subjects and educating in these duties. It is as I have said above, the
pies every thought and feeling of my ozun heart, them under my own roof.”—“I feel I assure you state of things at home that superadded to these
and which the Lord seems willing to bless to a de my dear Sir, the great importance of frequent labors, and the overwhelming care which such a
gree which fills our hearts with thankfulness and communications to America: in the month of a responsibility brings with it, that I most fear; if
causes tears of gratitude to suffuse our eyes. It March alone I wrote with my own hand 24 letters these female schools are to be continued, I think
is well that in the midst of so many blessings, we after school hours, some of them containing two it absolutely necessary that some one should come
should have had some trials, else we might have and three sheets.—The agitating subjects of these out to assist her, because if her strength fails, the
become proud and forgot from whom they pro letters, my anxiety for the success of the labors schools must be abandoned.”
ceeded. The coldness of the Church at home in which my whole soul is engaged, were almost
I will add another extract to show that the schools
with regard to our Mission, and the more than pos too much for me, but I could not be prevailed upon do not languish for want of exertion on the part
sibilities which some of its members have requir to desist until I fainted with the pen in my hand.— of the Missionaries to keep alive the interest in the
ed us to perform, the ignorance betrayed by the Could the cold doubters of the success of our la Mission, and I would ask if it be not the duty
REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
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GAHIBIESfc OBSWVW.

ber 18, 1643. His father was an eminent civilian, he consented to perform all the functions of a minof these who receive letters from them, to do all who was so disgusted with the proceedings of the ister.—-After labouring at Saltoun four months, he
io their power to advance this important work by Episcopal party in Scotland, as to be regarded by was unanimously requested by the parishioners to
publishing the information obtained, or at least to many as a Puritan, and who on the breaking out continue with them, a request with which he deem
omit no opportunity of reading their letters at of the troubles in that country, about 163/, re ed it his duty to comply, and was in consequence
Mr. n.
H. says “ You
Missionary meetings. ivir.
auu urge
was
tne ordained Priest by the Bishop of Edinburgh, in
whileJohnston,
his mother
mother
wasWaru, to write often. Not
bat ream' gfjX tired from fthe
Sir bar:
Archibald
Lord
1665. Mr. B. remained five years at Saltoun.
have been consumed
consumed for
for this purpose
purpose, bince tne . aaugnt
have
ristown, a zealous Presbyterian, who was so warm preaching during the whole period twice on a Sun
1st of January last, Mrs. H. and myself have writ ly attached to the solemn league and covenant, day, and once in the week, going round his parish
ten 160 sheets of letters—in 4 months. Let any
to show no favor to those who refused entering from house to house, instructing, reproving, or
one try how much time each day it would re as
into that engagement. His own son-in-»aw, Dr. comforting his flock as occasion required, and
quire to compose and write this quantity, and let
catechising and examining so frequently, as to ex
him think also that it must be done at night, and Burnet’s father, was in consequence repeatedly amine every parishioner old and young, three
compelled to leave Scotland, and when his return
taken from the hours of repose most generally, and
was connived at, was obliged to live in retirement times a year. He was especially attentive in pre
it will be seen to be no small matter. It should
paring the communicants for the reception of the
also be recollected in making an estimate of this until the restoration of Charles II. when he be Lord’s Supper, which he administered four times
came
one
of
the
Lords
of
Session.
kind of labor, that one does not sit down to write
This retirement, however, proved highly advan a year—living during his whole stay at Saltoun,
a letter as to a regular meal, with a regularly re
tageous
to his son, who was educated under his es with the utmost frugality, and giving away all his
curring appetite, and that unless we write in a vein
surplus income in charity. On one occasion a pa
for it we had much better let it alone. The great pecial care, and with such success, as to have made rishioner who had been in execution for debt, ap
considerable
progress
in
the
Latin
tongue
at
the
est difficulty we have is to get rid of our letters
plied for some relief, when Mr. B. inquired how
after we have written them—for they have to go early age of ten years; he was then sent to the much would again set him up in trade, and on re
all the way to Smyrna, and how to get them to College of Aberdeen, where he studied Greek, ceiving the answer, immediately directed his ser
Smyrna is the grand difficulty still, as it was when Logic, the Aristotelian Philosophy, &c. and com vant to give him the whole sum. “Sir,” said the
you were here. Sometimes they must go to Eg- menced Master of Arts when only fourteen. He servant, “it is all we have in the house.” “Well,
ina- soraetimes to Hydra—ta Napoli—to Syra, then applied himself to the study of the law, much well,” said Mr. B., “pay it this poor man, you do
and run all the chances, which you know are not to the regret of his father, who always designed
a few, of being lost before they are fairly on the him for a clergyman; but after about a year, Mr. not know the pleasure there is in making a man
glad.”
road. Instances are not rare of a palukaris ta Burnet changed his resolution, and determin
We are not informed how far these diligent and
king your letter which has caused you a couple ed wholly to dedicate himself to the Church. He
of hours' good labor, to light his chimbook (pipe) then we are told pursued a very hard course of disinterested labors and services were crowned with
study, going through the Old and New Testament, the desired success in turning sinners from the er
or to roll up his tobacco cigar.
----- “You will hear from ------ of the attempt with all the principal Commentaries on the Sacred ror of their ways, and leading them to holiness of
to rob and burn our house. The thieves were books, perusing also the works of the leading Con heart and life. But it is pleasing to observe that
condemned to death, but on the eve of the day troversialists and Divines, and employing his lei Mr. Burnet, from the very commencement of his
appointed for their death, they fled, having broken sure hours in reading history; devoting, for some ministry, appears to have been impressed with that
their irons and their stocks. It is suspected that years, seldom less than fourteen hours a day to deep sense of ministerial responsibility which he
so strikingly enforces in his admirable treatise on
their flight was connived at by the authorities, as these several pursuits.
At the age of eighteen he was, according to the Pastoral Care. At the same time the perusal
the Bey has been puzzled about the matter, not
knowing whether the had authority to punish ca the system of the Scottish Church, put upon his of that valuable work, and indeed of all Bishop
pitally Greek subjects. To solve the difficulty I trial as a Probationer or expectant Preacher, who, Burnet’s publications, may well constrain us to
think he let them go free, though he pretends to after having passed his examination, is at liberty doubt whether his preaching was ever distinguish
he in a great passion, and offered to hang the jailor! to preach wherever he is desired, though not ap ed by that full exhibition of salvation for perish
The political state of the country is most aus pointed to the cure of souls in any particular ing sinners through faith in a crucified Redeemer,
picious. The name of Capodistrias is detested. Church or parish.
which is essential to ministerial usefulness. No
Mr. Burnet passed through his examination with zeal, piety, benevolence, holy conduct or conver
The liberal party are all in office, and your and
our personal friends are among the number. Mav- such success, that he was immediately offered a sation, can supply the place of that preaching of
rocordato is minister of finance, with a counsel of valuable benefice: there is no law in Scotland limi the cross which the world regards as foolishness,
three—one of whom is Emmanual Xenos (of Ten- ting the age of a minister, but Mr, B. being then but which is in every age mighty through God, to
os.) Tricoupis, minister of foreign affairs. Rizo, only eighteen, felt it his duty to decline the offer the conversion and salvation of sinners.
minister of instruction and religion (one of the ed preferment, though strongly urged to accept
In the year 16^8, a change took place in the
best heads and hearts in Greece.) Zographos, min it, by all his relatives, with the exception only of government of Scotland, when Mr. B. was con
ister of marine. Klonoris, minister of justice, his father, who left the matter entirely to his son’s sulted and employed in negotiating an accommo
and Xristidi of the interior. The provisional gov discretion.
dation between the Episcopal and Presbyterian
ernment consists of 7—five of whom are liberal,
In the year 1662, the Scotch Bishops who had parties. Little benefit, however, resulted from
and two belonged to the late Capodistrian party. been consecrated at Westminster, arrived at Edin these efforts, and we cannot but lament the ab
Among them are Coletti, Conduriotti, Tzaiine, and burgh, and Mr. Burnet was shortly after intro sence of a spirit of mutual concession and accom
Botzaiis. The prince is soon expected—expec duced to Bishop Leighton, who conceived a great modation among the ministers of either denomi
tation is raised—confidence is beginning to be re afteetion for him, and gave him very valuable ad nation. Some temporary indulgences were con
stored, and we look for a happy state of things. vice and assistance both with respect to Lis' studies ceded, but after a few years the amiable and pious
We have never however been molested in the sligh and his ministerial labors. At Leighton’s recom Leighton resigned his Episcopal station, and Mr.
test degree since our residence in Athens, by the mendation, Mr. Burnet applied himself diligently Burnet retired from a scene where his efforts were
political troubles around us.”—“I had a letter a to the Lathers, reading carefully the Apologies, productive of little but danger and disappoint
day or two since from Dr. Korck— his situation is &c. of the three first centuries, together with Bin- ment.
deplorable—he is at Chalcis in Euboea. He has nius’s Collection of Councils, &c.
In the course of these negotiations, Mr. Burnet
been a faithful missionary, and the schools at Sy
In the following year Mr. Burnet visited Eng was introduced to the Dutchess of Hamilton, and
ra are an imperishable monument ot his faithful land, and was introduced to the leading men both through hednfiuence, became acquainted with the
and well applied labors. What to do for him we at. Cambridge and Oxford, and proceeding to Lon Regent of the University of Glasgow, by whom he
know not. “He is reduced almost to beggary.’' don, became, through Mr. Boyle's kindness, ac was so highly esteemed as to he reco.nmended to
quainted with Tillotson, Stillingfteet, Patrick, and the Professorship of Divinity in that University.
BtoanjkPH'ar.
other eminent divines. On his return to Scotland, On his election to this important station, he was
he was again pressed to enter into Orders, and ac induced by the persuasion of Archbishop Leigh
Abridged fro.n the Londun Christian Guardian. ’
cept of one of the most valuable benefices in the ton, though contrary to both his own wish and
MEMOIR OF BISHOP BURNET.
West; this he declined, being desirous of visiting,
The intimate friendship and warm affection Holland, the Netherlands, France, &c. a journey that of his parishioners at Saltoun to remove to
Glasgow, where he arrived in the year 1669, “and
which for many years subsisted between the ad
which he undertook in 1664. In the course of
mirable Leighton and Dr. Gilbert Burnet, after this journey, Mr. B. observed the intimate con continued,” says his biographer, “four years and a
half, to the no small exercise of his patience. 1 he
wards Bishop of Salisbury, may well excite a con
siderable degree of interest with reference to the nexion between Popery and Tyranny, and the un Presbyterian zealots hated him, as apprehending
latter, whose character and conduct may possibly numbered eviis resulting from intolerance and per that his schemes of moderation would in the end
have been somewhat incorrectly estimated, in con secution; and had various opportunities of con prove the sure wav of establishing Episcopacy
sequence of the peculiar times in which he lived, trasting the wretched state, both civil and reli amongst them; the Episcopal party, on the other
and the various circumstances under which he gious, of France, with the growing prosperity and hand, could never endure a man who was for ex
was called upon to act. Few persons, however, n ippiness of the United Provinces. Hence he re empting the dissenters from their prosecutions.”
As during the whole of his continuance at Sal
have left behind them more abundant materials turned to Scotland with very enlarged views on
the subject of religious liberty and toleration, and toun lie had most industriously discharged the du
from which an impartial judgment may be formed,
and subsequent historians, whether civil or eccle was strongly predisposed to that line of conduct ties of a parochial minister, so on his removal to
siastical, are very deeply indebted to his industry which subsequent circumstances emboldened him Glasgow he became equally conspicuous for h*s
for an important ami valuable collection of au to adopt. Arriving again in his own country, Sir zeal and diligence as a Professor. On Mondays
Robert bietcher presented him immediately to the he made each of the students in his turn explain
thentic narratives and documents.
Gilbert Burnet was bom at Edinburgh, Septein- Church of Saltoun; this however Mr. B. declined a Head of Divinity in Latin, and propound such
accepting absolutely in the first instance, though Theses from it as he was to defend against the

r
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52)

rest
the scholars;
thisinexercise
concluded
company,
minister but
to the
of she said to us, I cannot pray aloud—pray for me,
with ofa dec.sion
of theand
point
debate by
th^Pro- vine
widowhood
and to
orphanage,
whensuffering
she likens
my children; pray that the Lord may increase my
fessor in a Latin speech On Tuesdays he ad- - to the unaffected and fervent prayer of those who faith. She pointed out this verse of an hymn
dressed the students in the same language m set, are ready to perish-imploring blessings unon which she asked to have repeated to her..
discourses, embracing in a given period the whole J her_an emotion of self-gratification may mil He
Vois I’ame criminelle
system of Divinity. On Wednesdays he entered with the sigh she breathes, and the tear that trem
A tespieds, Dieu Sauvenrt
Daigne jeter sur elle
critically for above an hour on St. Matthew’s Gos hies in her eye. may be succeeded by one, steal- i
Un regard de faveur.
pel. On Thursdays he either expounded a He ing from the almost sealed fountain of human ,
brew Psalm, comparing it with the different ver pride!
Behold, O Saviour God,
Tliis prostrate guilty soul;
The visits of Christian
to “the fa-!
sions, or considered some portion of the Ritual
Oh deign one look, of love to cast,
and Constitution of the Primitive Church. On therlessand widows in their affliction”—like those J
And that shall make it whole!
Fridays he made each of the students deliver a of the angels, who minister to “the heirs of sal-:
short sermon, on which he made such remarks as vation '—should be (so far as circumstances allow) j “Soon after, she exclaimed, ‘I know in whom.
circumstances required, and then closed the week noiseless and unobserved.—Then Relicion, pure! I have believed. He is faithful to keep that which
with suitable inquiry, advice, and Scriptural ex and undefiled, will go before her, bearing the ever-! is committed unto him. 1 am weak, but He is
strong.’ Upon another occasion she said to us;
hortations, and prayer. To this system he ad burning lamp of faith.
The divine ethics of Christianity differ from the a ATdy children, do not weep ; offer up your prayers
hered, notwithstanding its excessive labor, dur
ing the whole period of his continuance at Glas philosophical schools in nothing more widely than to the Saviour for comfort, and he will not forsake
this—that they make Beneficence indebted to Faith you. I am happy, 1 shall only precede you a litgow.
During the vacation Dr. Burnet spent a conside for her motives, and to Humility for her rezvard. tie; you will rejoin me, and we shall meet again
in th 2 presence of God.” At a crisis, when her
rable part of his time at Hamilton, and at the re A disciple of Zeno or Seneca, might look for the
pains were very great, 1 said to her, you are suf
reward
of
beneficence,
to
the
plaudits
of
the
am

quest of the Dutchess undertook to compile the
memoirs of the Dukes of Hamilton. While en phitheatre, and find a motive under some modili fering severely, my dear mother; she answered,
gaged in this work he visited London, in order to cation of pride—a disciple of Christ, must cher • i'he sufferings of my Redeemer were much great
confer with the Earl of Lauderdale, on some points ish in the depths of his heart, the simple elements er.’ Then you have a firm assurance in his pro
connected with those memoirs, and succeeded in of faith, and even while engaged in the noblest mises now, even in the valley of the shadow of
death. ‘Yes, Jesus Christ is my support. He
effecting a reconciliation between that nobleman enterprise of beneficence, walk humbly zvith God.
has swallowed up death in victory.’ She then
The
temper
and
spirit
of
“
pure
and
undefiled
and the Duke of Hamilton. At this period four
bishoprics in Scotland were vacant, and Dr. Bur religion,” are often wholly mistaken.—Merely to made a last effort to join her hands, and lifting up
net was offered his choice of them, but he declin visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, her eyes to heaven, she uttered in broken sentened accepting a station, for which he thought his would have satisfied the demands of the “old phi- ’ ces:-‘Thy cross thy blood,—thy death, Jesus
years unfit, and in which he forsaw considerable losophy”—but our epitome of practical godliness,! are—my support! these my beloved and resadds this essential clause more
and to keep pected pastor, were my mother s last words—she
difficulties with little prospect of usefulness.
her two hands, and wh.le i was praying
On km rutnrn tn fiHscrnw Dr. Burnet married himself unspotted from the world. Instinct-\

Laws of the Church of the States of Scotland: in ter to the wants of suffering widowhood and or-! mournful; hut he who is rich in mercy, poured out
consolation, and helped us to be resigned to
which he strenuously maintained the cause of phanage merely, were an easy task, and might be 1
Episcopacy and the illegality of resistance mere prompted by the kind though capricious and in-j his will. For myself, he has made me feel assurly on account of religion; a publication so high discriminating sympathies of a heart wholly a e^, that my dear mother is happy in his bosom,
ly esteemed that be was again strongly urged to stranger to Christian holiness and charity, nay, by 1 and that 1 shall soon be with her there. Sadness
accept of a bishopric, with the promises of the that unfeeling, icy policy, which would earn the ! has given place to joy. Letter of Maria-------- ,
first archbishopric which should become vacant. honors of beneficence, in order to hide “a multi in the Memoir of Felix Neff.
These advantageous offers however he declined, tude of sins:”—but to visit the fatherless and wid
APPEAL TO THE SKEPTICAL.
and continued diligently engaged in the laborious ows in their affliction, in the spirit of pure and un
“To any whose minds are not settied with re
defiled religion [(as the motive and end are apprecia
duties of his Professorship.
The circumstances indeed of Scotland were such ted^ before God and the Father—so to perform the gard to this momentous question: or who consi
at this period, as to render Dr. Burnet desirous of duty as to leave no spot of selfishness, or pride, or der themselves as having arrived at a definite
declining any connexion with public affairs; but vanity, upon the inner folds of the garment—this is opinion against the divine authority of the Gospel,
he was soon actively engaged in them, though ve the very essence of practical godliness, and in need I say a word to show why they of all others,
ry contrary to his own inclination. He had now separable from the faith of pure and undefiled re should give the subject in view their most serious
completed his memoirs of the Dukes of Hamilton ligion. And it is thus that the Christian disciple and diligent attention? Suppose they should be
and on visiting London to obtain a licence for their honors the faith of the Gospel—not indeed by a come fixed in the rejection of Christianity, and to
publication, had a conference with the Duke of literal fulfilment of every injunction of the law of the influence of their example on the side of in
Lauderdale, on the melancholy state of Scotland. charity, zn secret—for he is, at the same time, re fidelity, should add the efforts of argument tending
He was in consequence introduced to Charles IL quired to let his light shine, but to let it shine with to weaken the faith of others, and to increase the
who honored him with a private audience, expres a lustre so mild and holy, that others, seeing his number of enemies to Christ; and finally, should
sed his approbation of his work, and appointed good works, may glorify the Father, who seeth be convinced on the verge of the grave (as many
him one of his Chaplains. He was also introduc in secret. The sweet waters of charity are pure of this mind have been most painfully convinced,)
ed to the Duke of York, (afterwards King James and perennial, like the well-spring of the desert— or in eternity, should have it discovered to them that
IL) with whom he conversed on the subject of po but if they are to be kept pure, their flow must be what they have been setting at naught was no less
pery and prevailed with his Royal Highness to con witnessed chief y by Him who seeth in secret— than God's own revelation, the Gospel ol him who
fer with Dr. Stillingfieet on the points at issue be then, when he rewardeth openly, he will himself comctii to judge the quick and dead; and that
tween the Papists and Protestants. These distinc be honored, while he honors the “good and faith what they had embraced, and led others to em
tions, however, excited considerable jealousy in ful servant.”—not for, but according to, his works brace, in its stead, was only a miserable offspring
some of his former friends, and an opposition to of faith, which are all recorded in that Book of of human pride and folly, a spirit of delusion and
eternal destruction; what then would seem the im
the Duke of Lauderdale breaking out in the Scot Remembrance, the running title of which is
portance of a serious application of mind and heart
tish Parliament, Dr. Burnet’s conduct was so mis Grace—Grace.
to this study; the madness of treating it with in
represented that he found it necessary after a short
A DEATH-BED SCENE,
difference, or pursuing it without the strictest im
stay in Scotland to return again to England, where
“My mother's illness only lasted seven days, partiality? That such a discovery, is at least as
he was coldly received, struck out of the list of
the King’s Chaplains, and discovered that it would but was exceedingly violent. We saw from the likely as the contrary, even infidels, in their con
not be at that period safe to revisit Scotland. He first that there was no hope, and talked to her of tinual declarations that all beyond the grave is un
was therefore compelled to resign his Professor’s her approaching end. She used to reply to us known, have given impressive confessions. That
with a smile full of hope and joy. Have you no it is at least exceedingly probable, independent
Chair in Glasgow and settle in England.
thing to attach you to earth? we asked. No, she ly of positive evidence, the unbeliever cannot
( To be Continued.}
replied, with a serene air; all that this world con-, but fear when he .surveys
„ the history
„ of the
— world
-----tains
passeth
away!
And
have
you
no
fear,
at!
anc
^
sees
what
minds
and
what
hearts,
what
men
RELIGIOUS.
the thought of entering into a new existence, and of learning and of holiness have been ready to
PURE AND UNDEFILED RELIGION.
appearing before the Judge Eternal? She joined suffer any earthly loss or pain, rather than be un
“ Unspotted from the World."
her hands together, and raised her eyes to heaven, associated with the eternal blessedness of the
In a condition like the present, where the snowy and then replied, No, there is nothing to fear, Je discipleship of Christ.”—Dr. McIlvaine.
robe of religion is so often defiled by indelible sus Christ is my atonement and intercessor, I re
As the sun ripens and sweetens fruit by shining
spots, which the wearer vainly attempts to hide in ly upon his promises, and therefore I desire to de
the folds of the garment, it is no easy effort of part, and to be with Christ!” She often blessed upon them, without which they would be sour and
Christian Beneficence to keep herselt “un God for having sent you to announce the glad ti unsavory; so it is the sunshine of God’s love and
spotted from the world.” She may love the socie dings of redemption through Jesus Christ, and in favor that sweetens all earthly blessings, without
ty of religion—religion, pure and undefiled be voked the heavenly benediction upon your body which they would be but crosses and curses tq
fore God and the Father—she may go in her di- and soul. When her strength was almost gone, them that possess them.
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_____
should blessing upon the ministers of the gospel, and for
BISHOP [reasons, why, in my judgment, Dioceses
ages,s,nail, the success of their labors
"
.k'
,..n he the Rector of*
a
The state of our Sunday Schools is contim,||.
A, I h»»e resig^rZiicHon of Ven„o,,« I ,
improving. The readiness with which so many
And that state is now become a separate diocese, it [ parish,
w . e^I have formerly
;
( given,
__ it m
^rbio ,added,
5
of our people engage in its labor of love, and
those which
maybe
will be sufficient to state, and I am happy to have that a Bishop who has no parochial charge, will be the evident good it is daily producing, are among
it in my power truly to state, that I leave it in
more likely to neglect constant preaching, which the things for which we ought to thank God, and
great prosperity. Eighteen years ago they had
as we learn from the scriptures and primitive prac take courage. In regard to this good work we
but one, or at most two officiating clergymen: now
tice, is his principal duty. Ordaining to the sa may hope, and we should pray, that our people
they have twelve or more. They then had not
cred ministry, and administering confirmation, can may not be weary in well doing.
one church edifice properly their own; now they
(To be Continued.')
have twelve new ones which are consecrated, and occupy but a small part of his time. He is sent
as
St.
‘
Paul
was,
“
to
preach
the
Gospel.
Bish

five or six more which are built or in building.—THE EFFICACY OF PRAYER.
Then if I recollect aright, they had three organ ops still, like the first apostles, should “give them
When
the sight of the midnight storm sendsa
ized parishes: in their late convention, twenty four selves continually to prayer, and to the ministry of fearful agitation into the mother’s breast, as she
the
world.
”
were represented. Thousands of dollars they have
In my judgment it is not only fitting but ex thinks of her sailor-boy, tossed upon the tempes
in that time expended in obtaining possession
tuous deep, these stern disciples of a hard and in
of the lands which belong to this church: now, as pedient, that there should be published annually a
flexible constancy would forbid her to pray. Ac
correct
statement
of
all
that
is
by
any
state
or
pal

we hope, the business is settled, and those expen
ish or individual, contributed for missionary pur cording to them, prayer to the God who holds
sive litigations at an end.
From our public journals it appears to be made poses, and how every part of it is disposed of and all the elements in his hand, is as useless as to the
a question, whether a Bishop can consistently with applied. The people have a right to know, and elements themselves. Yet nature would strongly
his duty and the nature of his office, relinquish they must feel interested in knowing, what is done prompt her aspirations, and, if our argument be
the jurisdiction of the churches which have been with what they give. And we may reasonably be true, there it nothing in science to forbid the ap
under his episcopal care; and it will of course be lieve that such information will increase their wil plication. God can answer her, not by interfer
proper that I should express my views upon this lingness to give. It is natural to love, or to feel ing with second causes, or a reversing of the chan
point. The question with me is one of principle some particular interests in, those on whom we ges of the ever restless and heaving atmosphere;
only, not of party feeling or of respect to a par have conferred benefits; and a kind regard for our but by the touch of his hand among the deep
ticular case; and I know not, from the scriptures, small and feeble churches will thus be increased. recesses of meteorology. Thus he might bid the
or the nature of the office, or the Canons or the And also, when the people are informed how what uproar of the elements into silence. A virtue
usages of the church, any objection to a Bishop’s they give is disposed of, and are permitted to see passes out of him, which passes onward from till
resignation of his Diocese, which docs not in prin the good which it actually does, they are less like invisible to the visible. A change is impressed at
ciple also apply to a Rector’s leaving his charge.— ly to be weary in well doing; it awakens and keeps the remotest link, and the effect is transmitted
through the whole chain. The regular successions
Should it be said that the evil, in the former case, alive a missionary spirit.
The resolution passed at our last Convention, may be kept inviolable; and a person may follow
might he greater: it must he allowed that it so
rarely happens, that the evil in the latter case is requesting me “to appoint Clergymen within the them, one after the other in their accustomed or
in fact, far greater; and were it thought ex Diocese to visit and to preach in the various chur der. There may be the heat, and the vapor, and
pedient to legislate upon the subject, a canon for- ches, and to obtain collections in behalf of the the atmospheric process, and the forces for raising
hiding Presbyters to leave their parishes would Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society,” I a new storm, or allaying the old one: all may suc
seem far the most necessary. Very few instances, have also complied with, by communicating infor ceed, according to the successions of established
in modern times especially, if even one can be mation of such appointment to fourteen of our philosophy. These are the palpable steps; but
found, in which the church has actually suffered clerical brethren who in my judgment could most there is an unseen influence beyond the utmost li
by a Bishop’s voluntarily resigning his jurisdiction. easily perform the duty, and assigning to each mit of our knowledge, which has set them going;
The sacredness of the office cannot with more rea such portion of our churches (including Vermont) and this may have been in answer to prayer—the
son be urged in the one case, than in the other; as appeared most convenient to those concerned. power that moves Him that moves the universe.
indeed it cannot reasonably be urged in either case; So far as I know, or have been informed, they have Such is the joyful truth which the subject unfolds!
because the office is not resigned.
willingly and faithfully attended to the duty of A woman’s feeble cry may overrule the elemental
If it be said that a Bishop is ordained with a their appointment; And the request of the Conven strife, and hush the fury of the winds and the waves
view to his having a particular jurisdiction: the tion has been, by our churches, favorably receiv into silence, and evoke the breezes from their cave,
same is true of a Presbyter. We do not ordain ed. What has been collected is yet but in part and speed the vessel which bears her first and fon
one, except he has a Title;—some particular cure ascertained. I have more than once, on former dest of earthly treasures to the desired haven’.—,
or ministry for which he is appointed. A Bish occasions, reminded the Convention of the fitness, Dr. Chalmers.
op has peculiar duties, and a more extensive ju while our suffering from the want of men and mo
THE LATE DR. CLARKE.
risdiction; but the Elder is a Bishop or Overseer ney for missionary purposes continues, that our
in his parish, and so styled in the Scriptures. And parishes, which are supplied, should consent that
It was winter, and he was sent into a room up
though tiie election to a particular Diocese is men their ministers may occasionally leave them for a stairs to study, alone and without fire. Looking
tioned in the Ordination service, the authority giv short time, to help those who are wholly destitute; out of the window of his room one day, he saw
en is general; It is “ the office and work of a Bish and I ought in justice to mention the willingness some men digging up the ground in the garden,
op in the Church of God,” without restriction or with which many of our clergy have done this, and being much annoyed with the cold, he went to
regard to any particular jurisdiction. According and much I believe at their own expense and no the garden to try to warm himself, by breaking the
ly it is a common thing in England for a Bishop to little inconvenience; and our churches, so far as clods after the men; and whilst thus employed,
resign his jurisdiction of one Diocese, and take I am informed, have with true Christian feeling, found half a guinea, took it to Mr. Bailey, then head
charge of another: which shews clearly that in submitted to such deprivation. Such labors per master (and afterwards Dr. Bailey, of the Old
the view of the church from which we emanated, formed by Mr. Edson in Methuen; by Mr. Strong Church at Manchester,) saying that he had found
there is nothing in the connexion between a Bishop in Montague; by Mr. Baury in Hopkinton, and by it in such a place. Inquiry was made and one of
and his Diocese too sacred to be dissolved. And others, have been of material benefit. From our the masters owned it. After some time he came
we have already had an instance, in the largest present number of candidates for the ministry (22) with it to Mr. Clarke, saying that he certainly had
Diocese of our country, of a Bishop’s resigning his we may hope that the want of laborers will soon lost half a guinea, and that one might be his; but
jurisdiction, and not being allowed to resume it, be diminished; and if our people,according as God whether it was or not, he was determined not to
though it was what he afterwards attempted. His has blessed them will contribute to the increase retain it any longer; for, said he, “I have been
successor, during his life, was recognized as of our missionary funds, we may soon have a min quite miserable ever since I received it.” As no
principal Bishop, and as such had a seat in the ister established in every place where we have an one would own the money, Mr. Clarke was obliged
General Convention. And while Bishop Provost organized parish, and no longer be shamed, mor to take it; and with that half guinea he bought a
was still living, Bishop Hobart was an assistant, tified or grieved at seeing those infant churches few coals to warm himself with, and a few books,
not to him, but to Bishop Moore; and with his which have relied on our fostering care, languish which were the foundation of his becoming what
pen he ably defended the right of a Bishop to re ing and ready to expire. We are much indebted, he was an oriental scholar.
sign his jurisdiction. And our general Conven and more the present year than in any past, to the
“In 1782, at the age of 19, he commenced cir
tion, by admitting Bishops Moore and Hobart, for females of our flocks, for their labor and effort to
cuit
preaching, and his discourses drew large au
many years under these circumstances, to take encrease our Missionary funds. Who will “despise
their seats and act as members of its body, has the day of small things?” It is not by large con diences wherever he went. He continued in this
virtually recognized the resignation of Bishop tributions, however we may desire them, that we service until 1815, when he spent several years in
Provost. That body has the conventional power, can most reasonably expect to carry on this great London, and received many honorary distinctions
and perhaps the right to make a law, forbidding in work; but by the union of many. Vast rivers are from literary societies. There, besides preaching
future such resignations; but besides tiie unfitness fed and often swollen by drops of rain; let each he laboured in the management of several public
of attempting to compel one to execute an office give a little, and the amount is great. Engaging societies and in the composition of his commenta
against his inclination, and possibly against the in this noble work, is also more likely than any ry, which was probably commenced as early as
convictions of his conscience; it is easy to con other thing to interest the affections; and where we 1785. His health failing, he removed, in 1815 to
ceive of several cases, more than possible, in nave the labor of the hands for its promotion, we a country seat, purchased for his use by some of
which a Bishop s resignation or removal to another no doubt, have what is not less valuable, the prayers his liberal friends, where besides writing his com
mentary, he employed himself in agriculture, and
Diocese would be of good effect.
of the heart. Many asocial prayer, by missionaI have, on former occasions, stated some of the 1 ry societies, is weekly offered up to God for his in philosophical science. In 1823 he returnedtc
London, but soon after was again obliged to go to
«ss
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tar we may receive the reward of faithful and wise an error in preaching, greater than that to which
stewards, and may find grace and mercy at that our correspondent adverts. Let us banish it. Let
terrible day of thy just and good retribution.
us think what God is. Let us contemplate him
as “manifest in the flesh.” This will lead us into
The Priests' Prayer for the Competentes or Candidates.
O Thou beneficent King of ages, the Maker of no misapprehension of his character; for Christ
all thy creatures, receive, fulfil what is profitable said, “he that hath seen me hath seen the Fath
to every one of them, conduct them all to perfec er.” Think, with what interest he regards the sal
tion and make us worthy of the grace of sancti vation of sinners. He is “the same yesterday, to
fication, gathering us into thy holy church which day, and for ever.” And suppose you are as de
thou hast purchased by the precious blood of thy pendent as language can express, on such a being
only begotten Son, our Lord and Saviour Jesus as this. Is it hard? Are you unwilling to be so?
Christ, with whom thou art blessed and glorified Do you complain because he said, “without me,
together with thy Holy Spirit, nowand ever, world ye can do nothing?” Do you wish to do any thing
without him? Do you wish for any ability, but
without end. Amen.
that of knowing your utter weakness, and falling
The Prayer entitled zv%»i re-j iXarpv, or the Prayer for the
at once into his almighty arms? Would you, if
Penitents.
you could, do any thing independently of God ?
“ O Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of the living
Would you esteem it a privilege to say, even that
God, who takest away the sin of the world, who
you have thus fallen, or been willing to fall, into
didst graciously remit to the two Debtors what
his arms, without his aid? No. While you think
they owed thee, and to the woman who was a sin
what God is, and always is, towards you, you can
ner didst give the pardon of her sins, who, with feel no difficulties about the possibility of salva
For the Gambier Observer.
the forgiveness of the sins of the Paralytick, didst tion, or about the possibility of beginning to serve
THE LITURGY OF THE CHURCH OF JERUSA
grant him also a cure of the disease; remit, par him now. If we had a different God, such as many
LEM.
This Liturgy was used in the ehureh of Jerusalem about don, and forgive the sins which we have commit seem to believe in,—a God who was willing to
the time of the first Council ot Nice A. U. 320, and we have ted willingly or unwillingly, with knowledge or aid sinners now and then,—a God concerning
through ignorance, by transgression and disobe whom we must tell the conscious sinner, that he
no reason to doubt of its being in use much earlier. That all
dience, and whereinsoever as men clothed in flesh must strive, for perhaps God is now ready to aid
that part both of this and other ancient Liturgies which pre
and inhabitants of this world, or by the fraud of the him,—a God whom a sinner might truly desire to
cedes the anaphora, is a later addition to the service of the
Devil, they have been led astray from thy com begin to serve without delay, and it might still
church, appears from the account given thereof by Justin
mandments in word or deed, I pray and beseech be doubtful whether God were then ready to aid
Martyr in his 1st Apology, from the Clementine Liturgy, and
thee of thine ineffable love to man, that they may him,—if we had such a God, the case would be
from the 19th Canon of the Council of Laodicea: by com
be absolved by thy word, and released according very different, and we might need—we know not
paring of which with other ancient authorities, we plainly find
to thy great goodness. Even so, O Lord, hear the what “springs” of action in ourselves, to make any
that the service of the church began with reading of the Scrip
supplications of thy servants, and as thou dost not thing our duty. If it were only at times, and
tures intermixed with Psalmody; after which followed the Ser delight in the remembrance of evil, overlook all
mon. Then the ax.pt>up,zvi>i and a-arnrroi the hearers and unbe their offences and deliver them from eternal pun unpredicted times too. that God is ready to im
lievers being dismissed there followed in order, the Bidding ishment. For thou art he who hast enjoined us, part sanctifying grace,—we cannot tell what would
prayer of the Deacon and the Collect of the Bishop, first for saying ‘ Whatsoever ye shall loose on earth, shall be truth or duty. Perhaps it would be our wis
the Catechumens: then after they were dismissed, for the Com- be loosed in Heaven.’ Thou art our God, a God dom to wait for some sign from heaven, visible to
petentes or Candidates for Baptism: and lastly after dismissing who hast power to have mercy, to save and to for the eye, or sensible to the inward feelings, that
.them likewise, for the Competentes. All these being dismis give sins: and to Thee with the Father and life-giv the time has come for us to arise and com
mence his service. But now, we have the visible
sed, the Missa Fidelium began with the
the silent ing Spirit, belongs glory, now and ever, world
sign
from heaven, in the Bible and the inward, sen
or mental prayer which is the first of the three prayers men without end. Amen.
sible sign, in that idea of God which conscience
tioned in the Laodicean Canon, the second and third are said
MORNING HYMN.
requires us to entertain, both calling us to arise
to be
z?/>o<r(p&>vn<rsG/; of these two the first is certainly the
Glory be to God in the Highest
now without delay, anti commence his service;—
vr^atQaivniris v-azt> ruv iri<rrwv the Bidding Prayer for the Faith
And on Earth peace,
not by our own strength, but by the aid of him,
ful: the other (according to Mr. Bingham) is the following
Good will towards men.
through whose strength we “can do all things.”
sTixXuns mro zavrtav—k Mm vavrapQU'ravrtov the Common
We praise thee,
But can the sinner, at any moment whatever, ac
prayer for ourselves—and for all others everywhere, in St. Jus
We bless thee,
cept this grace of God? We answer, by the grace
tin. Then after the Priests washing their hands and the kiss
We worship thee,
of God lie can, but not otherwise. We do not
of Peace and the Mxtm- Kara rivet,—let none have aught
We glorify thee,
hold to an ability in man, by the use of which,
againstone; the Deacons brought the Se^a the gift of the peo
We give thanks to thee,
without the aid of Divine grace, he may “run”
ple to the Bishop, to he by him placed upon the altar; and he • For thy great glory,
after that grace and find it. If one says, “the
having prayed secretly by himself and likewise the Priests, and
O Lord,
grace of God is ready for my acceptance, and I
making the sign of the cross with his hand upon his forehead,
Heavenly King
will, by my own strength, take hold of it and be
zwys the Apostolical Constitutions, began the Anaphora.
God the Father Almighty:
saved,” he will fail; for he seeks to take hold of
O Lord the only begotten Son
Bidding Prayer.
divine grace with the heart of a rebel. But by
Jesus Christ
the grace of God, because God is gracious—un
“Let us beg of the Lord his mercies and com
And Holy Spirit:
changeably gracious, it is unchangeably possible
passions.
O
Lord God
for such creatures as men are while in a state of
Let us beg of the Lord that we may pass this
Lamb of God
probation, to cast themselves upon the grace of
morning and this day, and all the time of our so
Son of the Father,
God in Jesus Christ, and find pardon and spiritu
journing in peace and without sin.
Who takest away the sins of the world,
al and eternal life.— Vermont Chronicle.
Let us beg of the Lord, the angel of peace (what
Have mercy upon us:
things are good and profitable) a Christian end;
Thou that takest away the sins of the world,
“Faith knits the heart to a holy Head, a pure
and that we may have God propitious and benev
Receive our prayer.
Lord, the spring of purity; and therefore cannot
olent to us.
Thou that sittest at the right hand of the Father, choose but to make it pure: it is a beam from
Let us commend ourselves and one another to
Have mercy upon us.
heaven, that raises the mind to a heavenly temper.
the living God through his only begotten Sen.”
For thou only art Holy,
Although there are remains of sin in a believing
A Form of the zv%n iia timm or silent Prayer.
Thou only art the Lord
soul, yet it is a hated, wearisome guest. It is not
“O Lord God, who hast created us and brought
Jesus Christ,
there as its delight, but as its greatest grief and
us into this life, who hast shewed us the way of
To the glory of God the Father.
malady: of that it is still complaining, lamenting,
salvation, hast revealed to us thy heavenly myste
and had rather be rid of it than gain a world.
WAITING.
ries and placed us in this ministry by the power of
Christ is that angel that hath much ‘sweet odor
the most Holy Spirit: be pleased, O Lord, that
But this affair of waiting. For what must we to mingle with the prayers of the saints.’ He pu
we may be ministers of the new covenant and dis wait? For the help of God. How long must we rifies them with his own merit and intercession, so
pensers of thy unspotted mysteries; and receive wait? Till God is ready to help us. And when makes them pleasing unto the Father. How ought
us who are approaching thy holy altar according is God ready to help us? “ Behold I stand at the our hearts to be knit to Him, by whom we are
to the multitude of thy mercies: grant that we door and knock.” “If ye, being evil, know brought into favor with God, and kept in favor by
may be worthy to offer unto Thee gifts and sacri how to give good gifts unto your children, how Him, in whom we obtain all the good we receive,
fices for our own sins, and tor the sins of the peo; much more shall your heavenly Father give the and in whom all we offer is accepted! In him
ile, and do thou, receiving them upon thy heaveti- Holy Spirit to them that ask him!” Such in the are all our supplies of grace, and hopes of glo
y altar for a sweet smelling savour, send down the readiness of God; and it is an unchangeable read ry.”— Leighton.
grace of thy Holy Spirit upon us: even so, O iness,—not one thing to-day, another to-morrow.
Lord, look upon us, and look upon this our rea- What a condition we should be in, if what the Bi
DRESS.
•onable service, and since thou didst accept this ble says of God were true only on certain days,
This important, and long neglected subject, is
true worship from thy Apostles, accept these of w'hile those days are not named! And yet, mul acquiring an interest in the church, never before
ferings from the hands of us sinners, that being titudes feel and act as if this were the case; and realized in this country; and we are happy to
vouchsafed to minister in sincerity at thy holy al this state ef feeling has been too much favored by learn, there are very few pious females, who do

the country, and resided about seventeen miles
from the city until his death. There he concluded
his commentary in April, 1826. In the spring of
1831, Dr, Clarke was instrumental in establishing
schools for poor children in the province of Ulster,
in Ireland, which in May last amounted to nine,
containing 700 pupils. He attended the confer
ence of the Methodist church in Liverpool in Au
gust, and was seized with the early symptoms ot
Cholera on his return. He left his house however
to preach at the town of Bayswater, where he arlived on Saturday evening the 25th August, and
died the next day. His funeral took place on
the following Wednesday. Dr. Clarke is survived
by his wife and six children. His library is sup
posed to constitute the principal portion of his
wealth, comprising several thousand volumes in
various languages, and many valuable manuscripts.
He had also an interesting museum of several na
tural and other curiosities.
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nS mo., cordially embraceffhe view taken of it |S a™, )„
in Mr. Judson’s letter addressed to them in the U. j to join the mission,

littering superfluities, and trinkets too insigniflcant to find a place in the affections of a well dis
ciplined mind, or a good heart.—N. IL Observer.

after to-morro^
toe occasion

t iougnt a gooc

Van Pelt, Secretary of our General Missionary Society, Rev.
Mr. Richmond, jr., the Rev. Dr. Smith, Bishop elect of
Kentucky, Rev. Mr. Richmond, sen’r., Rev. Mr. Cutler, the
city Missionary of our Church in New-York, and Bishop
Meade. The exercises continued till lO'o’clock, with increas
GAMBIER OBSERVER.
ing interest as time advanced. The Rev. Mr. Richmond, jr.
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1832.
stated several interesting facts which came under his observa
Kenyon College__ The winter session of this Institution tion while in Greece. I would mention one. He asserted
commenced yesterday. L'pwirdsof twenty new students have and pioved that by the contribution of one dollar towards the
already joined the Institution since the close of last session. maintenance of schools, a person can secure to one Greek child
A considerable number have made application, who have not instruction enough to enable him to read the Scriptures.—What
vet arrived. We take this opportunity of stating for the in, Christian parent, that enjoys, through the mercy of Provi
('urination of those who have delayed coining on, on account dence, the means of giving an education to his children, and
of the reports of the prevalence of cholera in this vicinity, that values religious knowledge especially, can, in view of this
that only two cases, as far as we know, have occurred within fact, forbear to secure at least a measure of the same blessing
forty miles of us, and those two happened near a month ago. to the unhappy Grecian youth, when it can be done at so cheap
a rate? The necessities of Greece are great in this respect.
Diocese of Ohio.—Abstract of Parochial Deports conclud Mr. Richmond has passed through eight or nine villages in
ed.— Trinity Church, Cleavuland, was reported to the Conven succession and not found a school amongst them all. A know
tion as prosperous. It is now under the pastoral care of Rev. ledge of the art of reading is possessed by very few. Even
Mr. Lyster, and is rapidly becoming one of the most impor many of the priests are unable to read. Mr. R. once present
tant parishes in the Diocese. It was destitute of the services ed the Nev/ Testament to one of them, that he might notice
of a clergyman a part of the last year, and few additions were a particular passage,but the man confessed his inability to read.
If such is the condition of the priests, what must he the con
made to its communion.
In St. Peter's, Delaware, and Grace Church, Berkshire, dition of the people?
which have likewise been destitute for nearly a year, but where
The Rev. Dr. Smith spoke upon the apathy of professed
the Rev. Mr. McElroy is now happily settled, a gradual Christians in relation to the subject of missions. His re
growth in numbers and piety is perceptible, though but two marks, I doubt not, made a deep impression on many a heart
accessions to the communion are reported. A Female Mis and conscience. The same Subject, with several others, were
sionary Association has been organized in these parishes to aid touched upon at the close by Bishop Meade, in his peculiar
the Greek Mission. Connected with these Churches and manner. I believe there were few persons in the assembly
under the same pastoral care, is the new parish of St. Paul’s unmoved. When he ended, a collection was taken up. What
Radnor. The congregation is large, and a church edifice is the amount was I cannot tell. The meeting was small—so
under contract.
small as to afford a feeling topic of appeal to the last speaker;
To the communion of St. John's Church, Worthinyton, till yet I should think the sum raised must have been considera
lately under the charge of Rev. Mr. Rogers, 4 members have ble. But be it much or little, an interest was excited in the
been added during the past year. Connected with this Church cause of missions which cannot fail to operate beneficially in
there is a Female Missionary, and Sewing Society, which has time to come. The Episcopalians in this city, (as indeed of
been long active in useful labors. This parish is now vacant. every other city, and ot the country places also throughout
Trinity Church, Columbus, is under the charge of Rev. Wil- the Union,) need to he waked up to life and activity in the
jiam Preston. He reports the addition of G members to his cause of missions. It is manifest that it occupies but little of
communion, two Sunday schools containing 190 scholars, and their thoughts, and employs less of their substance;__ hut, may
a Female Missionary Society, width has contributed 3G dollars we not look forward to a brighter day and indulge the,hope
for domestic missions during the past year. A Church edi that that day is near? Surely we cannot linger much longer
fice is in progiess in this parish, scarcely if at all surpassed by so tar behind the spirit of the age, nor withhold those exer
any in the State.
tions so evidently demanded by the word and providence of
“ The parish of St. Paul's, Mount Vernon," the Rector re God. The Ruler of nations seems to have allowed all human
ports, “seems to be acquiring strength. The regular congre affairs to become in a measure unsettled at tliis time, that op
gation is on the increase, and it is believed that by the Divine portunity might be given to benevolent enterprize, that Chris
blessing on faithful ministrations, one highly respectable in tians might reform society on the principles of the Gospel,
numhets might be collected. The number of communicants and then that the whole mass of earthly matters might settle
is as yet small, but we hope soon to see some “added to the down in that permanency of peace and happiness which the
Church of such as shall be saved.”—The parish of St. Paul’s religion of Jesus alone can give. I say such seem the intima
have recently procured an excellent bell. Were their.Chureh tions of God’s providence. If I am correct, then there-is no
entirely completed and secured, they would possess every fa- ' doubt that He will find instruments to accomplish his mercieility for conducting public worship.”
' ful design, and it is tor Episcopalians to say what part they
The Rev. A. Sanford reports respecting the parishes pf St. will take in this honorable and benevolent work. In this
Paul's, Medina, and St. Stephen's, Grafton, that “no mate- matter Christ seems to have risen before the whole bod'’of
rial changes have taken place in the situation or prospects of professing Christians and going before to say to each one,
these parishes since his last report. Number of families be “follow me.” Oh, will not Episcopalians rise and “follow
longing to St. Paul’s Parish, Medina, about 30; number of him?”
communicants last year 36, added 9, removed 3, died 1, pre
sent number 41; baptisms (adult 1, children 19) total 20;
HxJ&ItJWUS mTJSZ.l.SGlSXa'CjB.
marriages 2, funerals 3; Sunday-school scholars about SO.
T
he General Convention opened its session on Wednes
Number of families belonging to St. Stephen’s, Grafton, 10;
day last, in St. Paul s Church in this city, with the Daily
communicants 17; baptism 1; marriage 1.”
Morning Service, (the Rev. Dr. Montgomery of Philadel
On a review of the above reports, it is very evident that phia, and the Rev. S. W. Presstman of Newcastle, Delaware
though the laborers in this vineyard have been few, yet the in reading the prayers and services,) and a Sermon by the lit.’
crease has been still less than we might have expected. We Rev. H. U. Onderdonk, D. D., upon the Church and minisl
try. The holy Communion was administered by Bishop
have need to feel more than we do, that our help cometh from White, assisted by the lit. Rev. preacher, and Bishops Gris
the Lord, and if “the ways of our Zion continue to mourn wold, Bowen, Brownell, Meade, Stone, B. T. Onderdonk,
because few come to her solemn feasts,” let us as a Church be and Ives. The attendance of clerical and lay deputies and’
more earnest in prayer to Him as the Lord of the harvest, not visiting clergymen was numerous. The organization of the
two houses, with the choice of officers, was the only business
only to send forth more laborers, hut that he would so give the (lone on Wednesday. The Rev. Bird Wilson, D. D., of
increase, that the work of the Lord may greatly prosper in Pennsylvania, was appointed Secretary of the House of Bish
ops, the Rev William E. Wyatt, D. D., of Baltimore, was
♦heir hands.
chosen President, and the Iiev. Henry Anthon, D. D. of
tins city, Secretary, of the House of Clerical and Lay DepuFrom a Correspondent.
ties. There were
at the time- of
. in
. attendance,
.
— our paper s
New-York, Oct. 20, 1832.
ty 36*° PlCSS’ °f thC Ckl"gy C"titled t0 seats’ 4,7 i of the laiMr. Editor,—This evening there was held, in the Church of
t X ™ursday ‘Jle l.wo h°uses met by adjournment in St.
the Ascension, in this city, a missionary meeting. The sister
John s Chapel: Morning Prayer was read by the Rev Dr
Mrs- Hill, the wife of one ot our Missionaries to Greece De Lancey of Philadelphia, and the Ante-Communion serl

.*£5! o°f .htl^’Xt
ef
er house, omitting aa f~cv
few transactions o"
o” minor
miinr importance.
The minutes having been read, and sundry clerical and lav
deputies ad nitted to seats on the production of testimonials
Dr. Wyatt opened the session with a brief, hut eloquent and
earnest appeal to the members for the preservation of harmo
ny, simplicity and dignity in their proceedings, contemplating,
the excitement of unusual interest by the more than ordinary
importance of the matters to be presented for their considers,
tion. ft was resolved to enter this address entire upon the
journal of the house, whence we hope ere long to have an op.
portunity of extracting it.
A communication from the House of Bishops stated that a
letter had been received by them, relating to sundry resolu.
tions of the Convention of Ohio concerning the Theological
Seminary of that Diocese and requested the appointment of a
committee for conference on the subject by the lower house.
The letter was read, and the Rev. Dr. Rudd and Peter A.
Jay, Esq. appointed such committee.
The Secretary was authorized to appoint an assistant, not
a member of the Convention, and appointed the Rev. Dr.
Hawks, of this city.
The resolution was passed for the appointment of the fol
lowing Standing Committees.
1. On Elections; three of each order.
2. On the Theological Seminary; three of each order.
3. On the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society; three
of each order.
4. On Unfinished Business; two of each order.
5. On the State of the Church, agreeably to the 45th Can.
on of 1898; of one from each Diocese represented.
6. On Testimonials of persons presented for Consecration;
four of each order.
The Rev. Dr. Beasley, of N. J.; the Rev. John S. Stone,
ot Mass.; John Cumings, Esq. of Del.; and John Gibso,
Esq., of Md.; were appointed the Committee on Unfinishi
Business.
The Rev. Dr. Gadsden, of South Carolina; the Rev. Dr.
Croswell, of Connecticut; the Rev. Mr. Ducachet, of Vir
ginia; the Rev. Mr. Blanchard, of Maryland; Peter A. Jay,
Esq , of New-York ; Gavin Hogg, Esq., of North Carolina;
William Meredith, Esq., of Pennsylvania; and Edward Col
ston, Esq., of Virginia; were appointed the Committee on
Testimonials for Consecration.
The House of Bishops transmitted a message, purporting
that they had been informed through their President, of areport that Bishop Chase, of Ohio, had resigned his episcopal
charge, and removed without the limits of the Protestant
Episcopal Church, in the United States, and asking the ap
pointment of a committee for conference on the subject. The
Rev. Dr. Delancey, of Pennsylvania; the Rev. Dr. Lyell,
of New-York; the Rev. Dr. Crocker, of Rhode Island; Burrage Beach, Esq., of Connecticut; William A. Duer, Esq.,
of New-York; and Samuel J. Donaldson, Esq., of Maryland,
were appointed such Committee. The House of Bishops no
tified the appointment of Bishops White, Bowen, and Brow
nell, on their part.
A Committee on Expenses, of one of each order, was ap
pointed.
The proceedings of a Convention of the Protestant Episco
pal Church in the State of Vermont declaring the independ
ence of that diocese, and electing the Rev. Dr. Hopkins to the
bishopric, together with the testimonials of the bishop elect
signed by the members of the Convention, were laid before
the House. They were read, and referred to the Standing
Committee on testimonials for consecration.
Certificates of the election of the Rev. Dr. B. B. Smith
to the bishopric of Kentucky, and of the Rev. Dr. M’llvaine
to that of Ohio, with their requisite testimonials, were also
presented, and referred, unread, to the same Committee.
The Committee appointed at the last General Convention
to revise the Canons, presented a report, with printed copies
of the Revised Canons for the use of the members of the
House. The report was referred to a committee, to consist of
five of each order. The house adjourned about 2 P. M. to
meet at 10 A. AI. on Friday—Churchman.
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Union.
—The evening of the first day of the Convention’s session,
was devoted to the business of this institution, and the reli
gious services which usually conclude it. At a meeting held
at. five o’clock, the Second Triennial Report of the Board of
Managers to the Society was read, and accepted, and the offi
cers of the Society for the ensuing three years were chosen.
The report, with a list of officers and the Constitution of the
Society, will be forthwith printed. The latter instrument was
amended, by the abolition of the clause in its second article,
which requires the payment of an initiation fee, in the case of
schools asking the privileges of auxiliaries. The amendment
is designed to facilitate the formation of new schools, and to
promote the extension of the Society’s usefulness. From the
report it appears, that, as far as can be ascertained from accessi
ble documents, (very imperfect, however, it is believed,) there
are now sustained within our Church, G12 schools, 329 of
which are auxiliary to the Episcopal Union. Of these 270
report 3420 teachers, and 311 report 30,429 scholars. Ihe
services which fol'owed the business meeting consisted of the
Daily Evening Prayer, and a Sermon by the Rev. Dr. De
Lancey of Philadelphia, upon the love of the Church, and the
proper modes of its manifestation. It was a most sound, prac
tical, and truly excellent discourse; and fitted eminently to
promote the attachment, of the grounds and operation of which
it presented so faithful and judicious an exhibition. It will
be printed, and produce its infiuence upon the Church at
large. The venerable Bishop White presided at the meeting
of the Society, and remained during the subsequent services,
which were closed by him with appropriate collects and th«
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collected after the sermon was, the acting American Consul, computed that from 12 to 14
I Souls perished daily at Port Praya.
; The inhabitants very earnestly requested Capt. Rider to lay
their condition before the American people, as they do- not ex
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
pect assistance from Portugal, or any other European nation.
The Treasurer of the Domestic and Foreign Missionary They confidently look for aid from this country; and the part
Society of the Protestant Episcopal Church, acknowledges ing words of the Governor General to Capt. Rider were
“For God's suite, tell them to send us something."
the receipt of the following sums:—

benediction.—-The
$131 87.—Ib

65
s ymptoms, though in most cases, the individuals are unwell for
se veral hours or days before the attack. Our citizens are near
ly all more or less affected with disease. Indeed, we scarcely
m eet any bodj- in the street, who does not narrate to us, either
his own indisposition, or that of some member of bis family.
The following is the number of deaths of Cholera, reported
each day for the week ending the 24th inst. by the Board of
Health, viz:—
•
Thursday, October 18th,
16 death:
19th,
19
«
Friday,
“
Saturday,
“
20th,
39
«
Sunday,
“
21st,
20
“
Monday,
“
2-2d,
27
“
Tuesday,
“
23d,
23
“
Wednesday, “
24th,
15
“
-

From Children of Christ Church, Baltimore, for Greek Mis
Important Indian Treaties—A St. Louis paper of the
sion, per Rev. John Johns,
$25 00
2d instant says, “We learn from Rock Island, that, on the
Mrs. Ann Bull, second payment on Mr. Greenleaf s
50
00
16th
ult., a treaty was concluded with the Winnebago Indians,
plan,
"
10 00 by which they cede to the United States all their lands south
Rev. L. Bull, second payment for Greek Buddings,
and east of the Wisconsin, and the Fox River of Green Bay,
Congregation of St. John's Chuich, Worthington,
00 amounting to nearly 5,000,000 acres, for which they are to re
Ohio, per Rev. R. V. Rogers, for Greek Mission,
ceive ten thousand dollars for 27 years. A school is to be es
Missionary Association of St John s Church, Bridge
Total,
159 ‘
tablished and maintained for the same period, near Prairie du
port, Conn, for Greek Mission, $83—SundayChien, at an annual cost of not more than 3,000. Six agri
school Children of do., raised by cent contribu
The Cholera in Pittsburgh.—On the 22d instant, William
culturalists, twelve yoke of oxen, agricultural implements, tic.,
tions, for schools in Greece, $12—Charles Foote,
are to he provided for them—the annual expense to be $2,500. Lyon, a colored man, just from Cincinnati, died of Cholera,
Esq., donation for Greek Buildings, $5, per Mr.
100 00 The United States grant to the Wiunebagoes a part of a tract in this city. On the same day, Mrs. Bender, from Cincin
Charles Foote, Secretary,
of country west of the Mississippi, called the “Neutral Ground.” nati, John Smith, a steam boat hand, also horn that city, and
A Lady at Moravia, N. Y., for the Female School in
extending 40 miles upon the Mississippi, and running back Polly Coleman, a colored woman, (a resident of this city, and
Greece, $2—A Friend at do. for General $3, per
5 000 about 76 miles. The Winnebagoes are to surrender nine of intemperate) were all attacked. The former is almost entire
Rev. H. Gregory,
2 00 their nation, accused of committing murders, and their annui ly recovered, the two latter died on the 22d. On the 25th, a
A Sunday-school Teacher, for Greek Mission,
ties to be withheld until the surrender is made—A treaty has man who had lately arrived from below, on board a steam boat,
Rev. Wm. Jackson’s third annual payment to Greek
5 00 also been made with the Sac and Fox Indians, by which they and who had been committed to jail an a charge of larceny,
Press,
cede to the United States, to defray the expenses of the war. was seized with this disease, but is now convalescent. These
Loring Carpenter, Esq., Williamantic, Conn., for
2 00 as indemnity, and for the security of the invaded frontier, a five cases and three deaths are the whole amount of the visitaGreek Mission,
part of their country, extending along the Mississippi about tion which has yet fallen upon us—Gazette, 26th inst.
Collection at Monthly Concert of Prayer at St. An
16 26 300 miles, and west of that river about 53 miles. A reserva
drew’s Church, Philadelphia.
tion is made in this cession, in favor of the Indians, of twenty
Humility, for the support of the Mission in the Great
Education in England.—The last official reports which have
5 00 miles square, to embrace the principal villages on the Iowav. been made to the British Parliament, on the subject of Edu
Valley,
'
2 00 A blacksmith’s shop is to be maintained among them for thir cation, were as long ago as the year 1818__ At that time there
A Lady of Culpeper Co. Va., for Greek Mission,
AKiwin
ty years; some provisions to be furnished for the immediate were in England 4,187 endowed schools, with a revenue ex
A
’Contribution of tliA
the AToTYlllPrS
Members (5t
of St.
St. Puill
Paul Ss OilllTC
Church,
of the destitute women and children, deprived of their ceeding three millions of pounds sterling; 14,282 unendowed
Troy, N. Y., for the Female Schools in Greece,
73 00 protectors by the war; and six thousand bushels of corn, to schools, and 5,102 Sunday schools. The number of pupils in
per Rev. Dr. Milnor,
50 00 he delivered in April next. The United States also to pay to these schools was 644,282, of whom .322,518 were taught gra
The Rev. Mr. Dupuy, to constitute him a Patron,
them $20,000 for thirty successive years. The following hos tuitously, and 221,764 were pay scholars. The latest estimate
Collection at Meriden, Conn., per. Rev. H. Potter,
10 25 tages to he kept in confinement.during the will of the Presi founded upon answers to circular letters of Mr. now Lord
for Greek $5; General $5 25,
3 00 dent: Black Ilawk and his two sons; the Prophet, his broth Brougham, in 1829, gives the number of scholars chiefly of
Miss Gibbs, for Green Bay Mission,
er, and his sons; Wee-sheet, Pamalio, the Little Stabbing the poorest classes, receiving tuition at that time, at about a
The Female Missionary Association of St. John’s Pa
Chief, and some others. The hostile band to he merged in million and a half. It is further to be noted, that none of
rish, Yonkers, for the Greek Mission, per II. Van
150 00 the nation; and no chief or bravo of Black Hawk’s party to the means of education in England are national, or derived
Cortlandt, Secretary,
be permitted to exercise any authority whatever amongst in any way from government provision. They are the results
A Collection at Cincinnati, Ohio, for Greek Mission,
15 00 them.”
per Rev. Dr. B. B. Smith,
of individual enterprize, or have been endowed by private mu
13 00
Ditto Cleaveland,
do.
do.
do.
nificence.—Oxford and Cambridge, with their rich incomes
Donation from a Gentleman of Halifax Co. Va.,per
and vast property,—the one containing nineteen colleges and
From the African Repository.
00
Rev. J. Grammar, for Domestic,
five halls, and the other twelve colleges and four halls,—have
C
olonization Society.—Agency in England.—We have
A watch seal from a Lady, Brunswick Co., Va., per
highly interesting letters from Elliott Cresson, Esq., the Soci grown up entirely by the bounty of individuals. The num
do. for Greek,
ber of students in these universities average about three thou
5 00 ety’s Agent in England, up to the 28th of June.—Mr. Cres sand. It is believed to he a part of the Radical policy to make
Annual Subscription, Dartmouth College, N. H.
2 00 son has communicated the following letter, (received by him a general provision for national education, one of tile first ob
Miss S. B. Oliver, do.
do.
Do.
5 00 from S. Williams, a native of Sierra Leone, who is settled as jects to which a reformed Parliament is to direct its attention
Rev. B. Hale,
do.
do.
Do.
3 00 a merchant at Fernando Po, but now in London,) expressing after the weightier matters of financial and ecclesiastical re
Mrs. Hale,
do.
do.
Do.
the opinions of the writer, who could have no motive for mis
[per Rev. B.
representation in regard to the state and prospects of the trenchment.
John B. Gray, Esq., second payment on Mr. Green
Colony.
leaf’s Plan for Greek Mission, per Rev. G. A.
London, 2lst June, 1832.
A Whale Ashore—On Friday last a wh de, of the grampus
50 00
Smith,
Syi:—1 am a native of Sierra Leone, of African parents; species, was driven ashore on Fairfield beach, about three miles
The Ladies of St. Paul’s Church, Chillicothe, Ohio,
for Greek Buildings, per Rev. Mr. Bailsman,
5 00 and having occasion to visit Liberia several times, on my way from Bridgeport. He was about twenty-four feet lung, and
to Fernando Po, in 1828 and 1830, I venture to intimate to thirteen in circumference; he lived from 10 o’clock in the
The Education Society of St. George’s Church, N.
you my sentiments with respect to its prosperous and fast im morning until three in the afternoon, when he expired after
York, for Greek Mission, per Thomas Bloodgood,
300 00 proving state. I landed at Liberia with Mr. Colin Teague, an hour of territfic struggling. Six yoke of oxen were re
Esq., Treasurer,
who introduced me to several of his friends, and I assure you quired to draw him a few feet from the low-water mark, and
$916 51 that I never was more kindly or friendly received. The Colo fifteen men were scarcely able to turn him half way Over.
ny was then very healthy, and the colonists in great cheerful
He was first discovered by a person who was gunning in
JACOB LEX, Treasurer,
ness, harmony, industry and contentment; they seem desirous the neighborhood, at which time he was in full vigor, arid
No. 283, Market-street.
Oet. 19
to promote the welfare of the Colony by every possible im made a splashing in the shallow water, that almost equalled
provement. During the short time I was there, I particularly the roar of a cataract. Thousands flocked from all quarters
Greece__ Mr. King writes from Athens, under date of ouserved their affability, intelligence, and manner of conversa to see (gratuitously !) the self-imprisoned monster.— Genins of
May 4th, that the Bishop of Talanti had issued a proclama tion, so much superior to the generality of my African breth Temperance.
tion, calling upon his people to keep the Sabbath day holy.— ren.. I never saw any intemperance or disorderly conduct
This, together with an order from the municipal authorities among the Liberians. I dined with several, aud a more fit
A lad in Gill, (Mass.) named Cannon, has made a printing
at Athens, had caused the greatest part of the shops to be and better food cannot he expected. The houses are fine sub
press and types, says the Traveller, and has issued a paper Sc
closed on the Lord’s day, and made that day no longer, as for stantial buildings, well furnished, equal to any 1 have seen in
Africa. The Sabbath is particularly well observed the rules inches in length, and 2 broad! lie has also published a book
merly, the principal market day.
and regulations are very strictly administered. Tire Colony of 27 pages, called “ A Treatise on a Dog,” ornamented with
of Liberia, although having been hut recently established, I a cut carved by himself. He advertises two lines for a cent.
G2MEai\L SUBUMAIk A-.
would venture to say, has made more progress than many of There is no other printing office in the town.
A lady in Providence proposes to give $4 towards the estab
the- long established colonies on the coast of Africa. 1 am
Famine at the Cape de Verd Islands.—It is rarely in modern sorry that business at present prevents me from entering into lishment of a school in one of the villages of Attica, in Greece,
times that we hear of actual famine, but it appears that it ac any further detail regarding that favorable Colony, Liberia, provided fifteen others will give or procure the same sum. The
tually exists at present at the Cape de Verd Islands. This is
hut, on my arrival at Fernando Po, where I am now going, 1 sum thus raised, $80, will he sufficient to support a school in
a visitation worse than pestilence itself, and we trust that the shall not fail to write. Your friend and welLwisher,
Greece for one year; and Mrs. Hill, an American lady now
sufferers will experience from the Christian world the sympa
in Athens, will undertake the supervision of the school.
Samuel Williams.
thy and assistance which their melancholy case demands__
Elliott Cresson, Esq.
Tne Messrs. Harpers have in press a Treatise on the Mil
The account given below, is from the Salem Observer. This
lennium, by the Rev. George Bush, in which the prevailing
paper calls upon the people of Salem to send aid, and stales
From the Cincinnati Journal.
theories on that subject are examined.
that the owners of a vessel about to sail for these islands,
The Cholera at Cincinnati.—This dreadful disease is
We are sorry to learn that the “ Annals of Education,”
(Messrs. P. & C. Flint St Co.) offer to convey to them 5 or
600 barrels of flour, free of charge, if offered for the pur pose. still working death and desolation among us. It has been published at Boston, lacks the support it ought to receive. It
A public meeting has been held in Boston to provide relief for pursuing its victims with steady and unrelenting step since its is a Valuable work.
the sufferers, and a similar one has been called in Philadelphia, first entrance amongst us. They have been selected indiscri
Intemperance is a perpetual Pestilence.—It first broke out In
but we are not able to state the result in this week’s paper__ minately from all classes. Neither age, sex, color, or condi this country, mure than 100 years ago. In the course of this
tion,
has
exempted
those
who
have
been
seized
with
it;
and
Episcopal Recorder.
time, it ha c rried off more than 2,000,000 inhabitants! Its
its grasp has been, but too generally, the grasp of death!
average mortality for many years past, has been 80 per day!
“ By the arrival at this port, on Saturday last, of the sclir.
Many a happy family, who have retired at night, in tire en Thus with steady and unwearied step, it moves through the
Fredonia, Captain Rider, from Port Praya, intelligence is
joyment of health and domestic peace, have, before the next year and the century, demanding its daily tribute, 80 Ameri
brought that a most distressing famine extends throughout
night, followed some of their number to the narrow house of can citizens!
these islands. It is three years since they have had any rain
the tomb! Many wives have become widows, and children
The whole history of the cholera shows its visitations to be
of consequence; and the soil has of course become parched
have become orphans. We have heard much of the desola only occasional, and of short continuance.—Elucidator.
and unfit for cultivation. There is no prospect of any crops
tions
which
this
frightful
disease
has
made,
but
not
till
now,
the present seasou; and trees with all kinds of vegetation are
The State Debt of Pennsylvania is nearly eighteen millions
have we seen the marks of its footsteps.
fast withering and passing away. Most of the animals of
Although the majority of those woo have died with it here of dollars. Annual interest $880,000 84.
the islands have died ; and all those that survive have hardly
A Giant.—On Monday, a man was walking along the
as in otner places, have been from the lower classes and many
strength to sustain their famished bodies.
of them dissipated, yet several of our most respectable citizens streets of Bolton (England) who was six feet ten inches and
Hie inhabitants have consequently become exceedingly poor have fallen;—among whom are Rev. Mr. Harris of the Bap three-quarters high; he was one of Napoleon’s Mameluke
and unable to purchase provisions. What they obtain from tist Church, and Rev. Mr. Boyd, of the Methodist Church; guards, and a native of Boston in America.
vessels visiting them is distributed gratuitously. The dead Dr. Bush, Mr. Kemper, Mr. Grant, Mrs. J. W. Picket, and ]
Miss Catharine E. Beecher, late Principal of Hartford Fr
and dying are to be met with on every side. Mr. Gardiner, others. Many are seized suddenly, without any premonitory male Seminary, has published a new Arithmetic.
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POETRY.
From the Cincinnati Journal.

THE DELUGE.
Thrice fifty years the preacher toil’d;
Around his head Time twin’d a wreath of snowy whiteness,
And the deep hollows in his cheek, where age
Had laid its fingers, told of labor for the good of men.
The earth was not yet old; hut in deeds ot darkness,
It had grown to quick maturity.—The groves of Eden
Saw the sun of righteousness descend and set
Among its lonely and forsaken bowers.
The holy patriarchs were in their graves of peace;
The message came, and sainted Enoch, too, was gone,
To take his seat among the bless’d on high.
All, all, were gone!—Their dying words forgotten—
Their memories swathed in winding-sheets,
And laid away to moulder and to rot.
No bleeding goat lay on the altar now—
No guilty one would come and pray to be forgiven;
No tear of gushing penitence now glistened in the eye;
But Crime would come and dance with Death.
And Guilt would take its fellow’s hand,
And sit and feast at Sin’s carnival.—The maiden
Threw away her native loveliness and stood
Array’d in paint and daub of harlotry;—
The mother’s hand had torn the mother’s heart away,
And left it in the house of nameless crime!
Oh! deeds of guilt were practised then,
That Crime itself would blush to look upon!

!luctorS‘*bow°didCyou llke the sermon?
£SieS7^h,, doctor,■'.aid

I have heard it high--

.11. It is too smooth and tame for me.
- >
I
plied the doctor, ‘‘what sort of a sermon do you like. . 1
like sir, ’replied Mr. Morris, “that preadungwh.cll drives
a man up into a corner of bis pew, and makes him think the

. South America.—A friend, who has visited South America, furnishes us with the following interesting particulars re
specting the markets in Chili and Peru:—
In the walled towns the market places arc situated in the
street leading from the pnncipal gate, and usually near it1 he markets are open squares, each of about an acre in area
having no buildings or stalls for the sale of articles. In Chili
no wheeled carnages are used. The farmers transport their
produce on the backs of asses or mules trained to march in a
regular hie; the leader, commonly a mule, has a small bell at
tached to Ins neck. Tiie owner follows on horseback. On
arriving at the market the asses lie down, and are not generally
disturbed till a sale is made of their load. The markets of
Chiii are abundantly supplied with beet) pork, poultry milk
apples, nuts, grapes, and vegetables of all kinds, which’are sold
at as low prices as similar articles in this country.
In Peru, carriages are occasionally used. Liquids are
carried in jars, and other articles in sacks made of hides or of
the paluietta leaf, each containing about one and a half bush
els. Besides the articles above enumerated, tiie markets are
abundantly supplied with tropical fruits, particularly oranges,
which are sold at low prices. Other articles are generally sold
at higher prices than in Chili. There are no regular marketmen as in our cities; but in the sea-ports there are persons who
contract to furnish large supplies to vessels —Barnstable Jout.

dCl‘h^rd him reprove his medical class once for restlessness,
during one of his lectures, by saying “Gentlemen, I fear I do
not make you happy. The liappy are always contented.
This gentle rebuke pleased me so well that after future 1
thanked him for it, observing that “when occasion should offer
I would try the effect of it on my congregation.
No>
said the doctor, “I hope you will not. It is no compliment
to a minister of the Gospel to reprove his congregation for in
attention. He should he able to keep their attention. , Addin<r that “ Dr. M’s congregations were always attentive.
TDv. Rush was perhaps one of the most untiring students
that ever lived. Two young physicians were conversing in
liis presence once, and one of them said “When I finished my
studies—When you finished your studies!” said the doctor
abruptly: “Why you must be a happy man to have finished
so young. 1 do not expect to finish mine while I live.”
The writer once asked him how he had been able to collect
such an immense amount of information and facts as his puoIn February, 1786, professor Meier, of Halle, was sent for
lications and lectures contained. “ 1 have been enabled to do by one of his pupils, a medical student who lay dangerously
it,” he replied, “by economizing my time as Mr. Wesley did.
ill. The patient told his doctor, that he should certainly die,
I have not spent one hour in amusement for thirty years.
having had a warning dream to that effect. I wrote it down
And taking a small note book from his pocket, and showing
lie added, tiie morning after it happened, and laid it in a draw
it to me, said, “ I fill such a book as this once a week with ob er, of which this is tiie key: when I am gone read it over.
1 said the patriarchs were dead.—Yet there was One,
servations and thoughts which occur to me, and facts collected
On the 4>th of March the student died. Professor Meier
Who toil'd and pray’d, and wept and groan’d,
in the rooms of my patients, and these are all preserved and
opened tiie drawer of the writing desk, in which lie found this
To bring the wanderers baek. Alas! ’twas vain!
used.
”
narration:—
His tears fell on the ground unheeded;
Dr. Rush was a great enemy to theatrical amusements.
“ I thought I was walking to the church yard of Halle, and
Jlis age was mock’d; and oft precocious guilt
He told me that he was once in conversation with a lady, a admiring tiie great number of excellent epitaphs, which are
Seem’d loth to let him pass in safety by.
professor
of
religion,
who
was
speaking
of
the
pleasure
she
Oh Earth! a fearful time had come in thy dark history;—
cut on grave stones there. Passing from one to another, 1 was.
anticipated at the theatre, in the evening.- “What, madam,” struck by a plain tomb stone, of which I went to read the in
Upon thy giant brow it yet recorded stands—
said lie, “do you go to the theatre?” “Yes,” was the reply:
Thy mountains, hills, and e’en the ocean’s voice,
scription. With surprise I found upon it my own two fore
“and don’t you go, doctor?” “No, Madam, said, he, “I names and my surname, and that I died on the 4?th of March.
Shall tell the tale of wo till thy great
never go to such places.” “ Why,” sir, do you not go? Bo With progressive anxiety I tried to read the date of the year;
.Maker’s hand shall blot them out.
you think it sinful?’ said she. He replied “ 1 never will pub but 1 thought there was moss over the fourth cypher of 178—.
The sun went down among the isles that deck
lish to the world that I think Jesus Christ a hard master and I picked up a stone to scrape the figures clean, and just as I
The sea; and as it sunk away, the preacher stood
religion an unsatisfying portion, which I should do it 1 went
began to distinguish a six, witli fearful palpitation 1 awoke.”
Upon the mountain’s top, anil told again his tale of mercy.
on to the devil’s ground in quest of happiness.” This argu
Professor Meier related this anecdote in his lectures, as a
He said the time had come when Pardon ne’er would plead ment was short, but conclusive. The lady determined not
proof of the influence of the mind in disease; this dream hav
Again with plaintive voice. He heard the Angel
to go.
ing caused its own fulfilment.
Of Destruction coming in his car of death;
I once heard the doctor relate the following dream to show;
lie told them Mercy’s voice would cease to plead,
that the memory sometimes exerts itself more powerfully in our
Ace of Sheep.—The age of sheep may be known by ex
That Pity’s fount of tears was dry.
sleeping than in our waking hours in calling up things that amining the front teeth. They are eight in number, and ap
But no one listened—no one heard—
have been forgotten:—“A gentleman in Jersey, of large pro pear during the first year, all of a small size. In the second
No one answered—save now and then a cry of scorn,
perty, had provided in his will that his wife, in connection year, the two middle ones fall out, and their place is supplied
Or frenzied shout came rolling on the evening air.
with a neighbor, should settle his estate. After his deatli, in by two new teetli, which are easily distinguished by being of a
The man of God now turn’d his footsteps to his home
fulfilling the intentions of his will, a certain important paper, larger size. In the third year two other small teeth, one from
Of peace. lie trod the road that led to where
which could not be dispensed with, was missing. Repeated each side, drop out and are replaced by two large ones; so
The ark was built, and entered in. His hand
and diligent search was made for it, hut in vain. Ttie widow that there are now four large teeth in the middle; and two
Now closed the door, and all was still
at length dreamed that tiie said paper was in the bottom of a pointed ones on each side. In the fourth year the large teeth
As where the grave-worm riots on the wreck of Beauty.
barrel, in the garret, covered witli a number of books. The are s«x in number, and only two small ones remain, one at each
At midnight, in the tents of sin,
dream made so strong an impression on her mind that she was end of the range. In the fifth year the remaining small teeth
A strange, unearthly cry of terror came.
induced to make an examination; and there, to her astonish are lost, and tiie whole front teetli are large. In the sixth
The voice of mirth was hush’d—the dancers
ment, she found the paper.” The doctor’s explanation was, year the whole begin to be worn, and in the seventh, some
In the hall stood still—the bridegroom’s song
that no supernatural agency had been employed, but that du times sooner, some fall out or are broken.—N. E. Farmer.
Of gladness ceased with all its beauteous minstrelsy—
ring tiie abstraction of all external objects and impressions
The moon had hid her face as if she wept,
from the senses in tiie sleeping state, the memory exerted itself
Insects.—The total amount of known British insects (ac
And each lone star that treads its pathway
with an intenseness that it could not do in the waking state.
cording to the last census) is 10,012, which is equal to nearly
In the skies, now veil’d its face, as if afraid
He supposed that her husband had informed her at some time
twice the number of ascertained birds and to more than ten
To look. Again the sound came on the palsied air!
of the situation of this paper, and that the fact had become
times the number of ascertained quadrupeds througnout the
Ask ye what it meant? It was the voice
dormant in the memory until the dream had called it up.—
whole world.— Quarterly Review.
Of Vengeance coining in his iron chariot,
Advocate and Journal.
To tread the winepress of the world!
Oil! such a night as this the world ne’er had seen!
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Their giant energies and came as laborers
this singularity to a system in the Egyptian art, of elevating
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liais’d his maddening voice amid the storm.
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The morning dawn’d at last—
higher situation of the . orifice of the ear really existed in the
wise, it will he considered a new engagement.
The sun arose to meet his bride;—lie look’d
skulls of the natives of the country. He was much astonish •„* All communications relative to this paper,must be di
Not with the smile of holy gladness that used
ed to find in these, as well as in many other skulls from the
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
To dawn upon his golden forehead.
same place, of which the facial angle did not differ from that
No! his brow was dark and stormy,
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